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introduction
• ASP is considered as an indicator of subjective (tonal) 

perception, as well an an overall impression of a speaking 
voice

• ASP as established measure [1,3] needs to be evaluated 
regarding objective parameters

• preliminary work has shown average pitch (ASP) and 
speaking fundamental frequency (SFF) to be different [5] and 
not identical as it has been assumed before [3, 15, 13]

• the specific process of perception, i.e. how the listener decides 
what to focus on over time in the voice of a speaker, is still 
opaque [2]

• model: listeners actively follow the pitch movement during the 
utterance (silently or half-loud); only then do they decide on 
the virtual center of the perceived tones [7]



identification experiment
• Average  Pitch vs. 

Speaking 
Fundamental 
Frequency

• female speakers are 
perceived 
2.5semitones higher 
than their ‘average’
F0-values

• 19 expert listeners 
provided pitch 
estimation as 
musical note m
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Acoustic values of SFF vs. auditory values of ASP
values by 19 subjects on 15 female and 15 male voices; 
1=male,2=female, ac=acoustic, au=auditory, mn=mean, 
md=median, mo=modal.



self reports of listeners
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mask in PRAAT (4.5.01)
the listeners were provided with a
stimuli (ca. 25sec German radio 
news) and were asked to estimate 
ASP on the basis of the musical 
scale and to give a self report 
their certainty

scatterplot of self report ratings about certainty vs.
difference between median values of ASP and SFF for 
13 raters / 30 samples. Rating 1(= “very easy”) to 5 (= 
“very difficult”).

pitch estimation certainty appears as to 
be not related to the deviation of ASP 
from SFF



listener consistency
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Correlogram [4] of acoustic 
measures and auditory average 
measures (median values) as 
well as individual auditory 
measures of 13 listeners for 15 
female voices. The degrees of 
correlation (negative in red, 
positive in blue) are represented 
either as degrees of shading 
(lower panel) or completeness of 
the pie (upper panel). The letters 
(G to S) represent the estimations 
per listener (ac md=acoustic 
median; au md=auditory median).

the majority of pitch
estimations clusters
positively either around 
the acoustic median or 
the (auditory) median



discrimination experiment

Ratings of 16 subjects’
discrimination regarding 
perceived the ASP and a given 
reference tone (RT); 
80 cases of 2.5st upward shifted 
RT (top), 80 cases of 0st shifted 
RT (mid),
and 64 cases of 2.5st downward 
shifted RT (bottom) with median
F0 as a basis

28 samples (14 male / 14 female
speakers) were presented as stimuli. The samples were
opposed to reference tones which had been partially shifted
(−2.5st;±0st; +2.5st).



discussion

•JND around 2.5st
•re-conceptualizing ASP as range 
instead of tone
•F0-range and micro-variation as 
factor of influence on ASP
•gender effects in formant structure 
and ASP seem to be reversible

intonation perception [8] regarding
speakers’ intuitions about equiva-
lence of intonational span
across 
speakers

gender perception [16] 
effected 
by 
F0 & FF

listener task is extremely 
difficult
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